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Castleoak – creating smart solutions

• We’re market specialists for care, assisted & retirement living

• Customers value our advice - we share ideas and expertise

• 92% of current projects are from returning customers

• Our reputation means everything to us





We are Healthcare sector specialists

• 30 years’ working exclusively in the care and retirement living sector

• Reputation & partnering led business

• Award winning

Winner, best dementia care home, 2015
Winner, best new care home for the elderly, 2017 and 2015

Shortlisted, Innovation Award, South East, 2017



Introduction

• What are the implications of technology for our sector?

• In a way which provokes thought and conversation

• So you can start to think about what this SHOCK might mean



So what do we mean 
by technology?



What’s the definition of technology?

• The application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes

• Machinery and equipment developed from the application of 
scientific knowledge

• The branch knowledge dealing with engineering or applied sciences



So, technology
is not just about
electronics



It’s also about Modern Methods of Construction



What are modern methods of construction (MMC)?

• Modular

Volumetric components that form a completed part of a building (or whole

structure) and involves more than one trade – with finished interior and exterior 
surfaces

• Panelised

Prefabricated components but do not enclose usable space themselves          

Typically form the shell of the building

• Prefabricated

Any single assembly fabricated in a factory, used to assist construction speed

and quality



What’s the context?

• Today there are 2.3 million construction workers in the UK

• By 2026 the pool of construction labour will shrink by 20%-25%

• Dec 2016: 32.5% of construction labour was 50 years+

• In 2016: 252,000 fewer people worked in construction than in 2008

• 2016 to 2026: 500,000 construction professionals are due to retire



Where’s the young blood?



Young blood on site?



Young people aren’t choosing a construction career

• Construction is NOT in the top 4 industries that account for                   
86% of all apprentices

• In 2016-17 24,000 apprentices entered the construction sector 

…..400,000 is the number required

• Carillion had 1,400 of them!

• Since Brexit vote: Immigration by Central and Eastern European              

nationals has fallen by 81%



What are the 
benefits?



Benefits

• Reduces risks…health & safety, 
weather….

• Better use of unskilled labour

• Better working conditions

• Quality control to factory standards

• Significantly reducing dependency             
on third-party trades 

• Better programme certainty



Britain is very 
traditional



So no surprise that we lag behind

• 6% of UK construction is factory based

• 9% in Germany

• 13% in Japan

• There is resistance from some to MMC



But many customers are already ‘embracing’ MMC





Innovating with new tech to create smart products





What do you 
think?



Technology as a 
design driver?



Car centric 
development?



Remote robotic surgery from St Joseph’s Hospital in 
Hamilton, Canada on his patient 400km away
BBC Futures, 2014

Outsourced secondary Health Care?



The ‘connected’ guest experience 

• App tailors guests holiday experience

• Interactive bracelets enable
• Cabin assess

• Payments on board

• Wayfinding on the ship, with 5m precision

• Shares accurate whereabouts of guest's 
children 

• Activates geo-located suggestions 
through Bluetooth beacons

• Intelligent face recognition helps staff 
take care of guests in a highly 
personalised way



3rd generation monitoring enables more efficient staffing 
& better care



Virtual Reality futures

News this week
£250,000 investment in +900    
ClassVR devices across 30 schools    
in Scotland

"By investing in immersive technology 
it will provide our children with 
experiences & sensations that they 
may never experience in reality and 
brings learning to life….that ignites 
their imagination."

We’re the first local authority in the 
UK to make this commitment to virtual 
reality…..”



VR for pain therapy

“Better Than Opioids? Virtual Reality Could Be Your Next Painkiller”
MIT Technology Review, 2016



VR for physical therapy

• VR tracks movements as 
interactions in a VR game

• More fun than doing 
exercises in a gym

• Research found patients 
unconsciously speed up 
walking. 

• Activity is not associated with 
pain or anxiety



VR just for fun!



Mono-generational schemes?



Flexible floor 
plans make 
walls moveable 
- flexible for 
residents, 
flexible for 
operators



Scale! Dunbar’s number, may no longer apply?



Assistive robotics enable greater independence

Assistive robot 
encounters in the 
Bristol Robotics Lab 
Assisted Living Studio



Tech is helping to disrupt old models of living

• It’s decimating the high street

• It’s applying science for practical purposes in our sector

• It’s creating new entertainment and leisure pursuits

• It’s giving the boomers a new toy to play with





But… tech can 
also be a 
double edged 
sword



Tech wants to keep your customers away from AL

• The ‘on demand’ industry’s growth is explosive

• Taxis, groceries, handymen, medical assessment, domiciliary 
care, all coming to an App near you

• Health tech allows friends and relatives to monitor and 
communicate constantly

• Assistive technology, robotics etc. focused on enablement and 
independence



Start-up Honor is changing domiciliary care in the US



Tech will keep your customers happier and alive a lot longer

• CR13PR / Cas9 is a cheap and quick gene-editing tool that has the 
potential to eradicate many major diseases

• 3D printers – cars and houses yes but also tissue, bones, 
prosthetics

• The 3D printing markets for healthcare is worth $4.4 billion today

• In 2015 gene editing created designer immune cells that         
killed Leukaemia



What do you 
think?



So what does this look 
like from Castleoak’s
perspective?



The evolution of tech has three core impacts for Castleoak



1. Our manufacturing capability

• Greater focus on the strategic 
expansion of manufacturing

• Identifying a supply chain who can 
augment our own offer

• Product development

• Finding progressive customers and 
investors open to this approach

• Learning and collaborating with the 
sector



2. Person centred Technology

• Actively investigating what is out there working today and asking…. 
“What’s next?”

• Not just understanding application but extrapolating how it changes 
models of development

• Asking ourselves and our customers “What does future proof 
really really mean”?

• Building design resilience into the structures we create



3. Understanding that the 4th Revolution requires new thinking

• When all you have is a hammer, every problem is a nail

• Actively asking “Why?” and challenging dogma internally

• Looking far enough ahead to ask profound questions

• Talking to ferociously intelligent people…….like you



Thank you


